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CONS P EC TU S

R ecent reports of multiexciton generation (MEG), a
process by which one absorbed photon generates

multiple excitons, in lead chalcogenide nanocrystals (NCs)
have intensified research interest in using this pheno-
menon to improve the efficiency of solar energy conversion.
Practical implementation of MEG processes in solar cells
and solar-to-fuel conversion devices requires the develop-
ment of materials with higher MEG efficiencies and lower
excitation thresholds than are currently available, as well as
schemes for efficient multiexciton extraction before the
ultrafast exciton-exciton annihilation occurs.

This Account focuses on the extraction of multiex
citons by interfacial electron transfer in model NC-molecular acceptor complexes. We provide an overview of multiexciton annihilation and
multiexciton dissociation (MED) processes inNC�acceptor complexes of (i) CdSe quantumdots (QDs), (ii) CdSe/CdS quasi-type II core/shell
QDs, (iii) CdSe quantum confined nanorods (QRs), and (iv) PbS QDs. We show that ultrafast electron transfer to adsorbed molecular
acceptors can efficiently dissociate multiexcitons generated by absorption of multiple photons in (i), (ii), and (iii). Compared to core-only
CdSe QDs, the electron hole distributions in CdSe/CdS quasi-type II QDs and CdSe QRs significantly improve their MED efficiencies by
simultaneously retarding Auger recombination and facilitating interfacial electron transfer. Finally, in PbS�methylene blue (MBþ)
complexes, we show that the presence of electron acceptors does not affect the MEG efficiency and electron transfer to MBþ efficiently
dissociates themultiple excitons generated in PbSQDs.Our findings demonstrate that ultrafast interfacial charge transfer can be an efficient
approach for extracting multiexcitons, and wavefunction engineering in quantum confined NCs can further improve MED efficiency.

I. Introduction
The size dependent electronic and optical properties of

quantum confined spherical semiconductor nanocrystals

(NCs), that is, quantum dots (QDs), have been extensively

studied in the past decades.1�3 In recent years, nonsphe-

rical semiconductor NCs and nanoheterostructures consist-

ing of two or more component materials in desired

morphology have also been developed.4�6 Through the

choice of constituentmaterials andby varying the degree of

quantum confinement (via size and shape), their photophy-

sical properties, including energy levels, emission quantum

yield, and carrier dynamics, can be controlled, offering

exciting opportunities for advanced applications.4�8

A unique property of semiconductor NCs is the genera-

tion and accommodation ofmultiple excitons (electron and

hole, e�h, pairs bound by Coulomb interaction) per particle

by either optical excitation or electric pumping. These

multiple excitons can be converted to multiple emitted

photons or separated external charges, with potential

applications in advanced nanoscale optoelectronic devices

ranging from high power light emitting diodes,9,10 low-

threshold lasing media,11�13 and multiphoton sources14

to highly sensitive photodetectors and efficient photovoltaic/

catalytic cells.15�17 Recent reports of multiexciton genera-

tion (MEG) by one absorbed photon have intensified the

interest of using semiconductor NCs as light harvesting and

charge separating components for delivering multiple car-

riers in photocatalytic and photovoltaic devices, despite its

modest efficiency.18�22 However, Auger recombination,

wherein an electron�hole pair recombines by transferring
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its energy to another particle (carrier or exciton), significantly

shortens themultiexciton lifetime.23,24 Therefore, the devel-

opment and improvement of advanced NC based optoelec-

tronic devices requires the understanding of multiexciton

annihilation (MEA) dynamics in NCs and schemes for their

efficient conversion to emitted photons (for emission appli-

cations) or separated external charges (for photovoltaic/

catalytic applications) in competition with their fast Auger

recombination (as shown in Figure 1). One possible scheme

for the utilization of short-livedmultiexcitons in solar energy

conversion is the ultrafast exciton dissociation by interfacial

charge transfer from NCs to acceptors.21,25�28

In this Account, we summarize our recent studies of MEA

and multiexciton dissociation (MED) dynamics in quantum

confined semiconductor NCs by transient absorption (TA)

spectroscopy. We start with a general description of Auger

recombination processe in NCs. This is followed by the

MEA and MED studies in CdSe QDs, CdSe/CdS quasi-type II

core/shell QDs, and CdSe quantum rods (QRs), in which

multiexcitons are generated by the absorption of multiple

photons. By comparing to the well-studied CdSe QDs, we

discuss how the band alignment in CdSe/CdS quasi-type II

QDs and one-dimensional excitonic structure in CdSe QRs

slow downMEA rate andmaintain ultrafast electron transfer

(ET) to the electron acceptor (methylviologen, MV2þ), lead-

ing tomore efficient MED. Finally, using PbS QD�methylene

blue (MBþ) as a model QD-acceptor system, we examine

whether the presence of electron acceptor affects the MEG

efficiency and whether multiexcitons generated through

MEG can be efficiently dissociated.

II. Quantifying MEA and MED Dynamics in
Semiconductor NCs
In bulk semiconductors, assuming equivalent electron and

hole density n, Auger recombination is a three-particle colli-

sion process and can be generally described by dn/dt =

�CAn
3,whereCA is thebulkAuger coefficient.

29However, for

semiconductor NCs, because of the quantized number of

excitons, N, in a given NC, Auger recombination occurs

sequentially (N f N � 1... f 2 f 1) with a quantized Auger

rate constant, kN, for the decay fromN toN� 1 exciton states

(Figure 2A).23,30 The averagemultiexciton decay kinetics in a

NCensemble is given by the distribution of exciton numbers,

P(N,t), whose temporal evolution is governed by a set

of coupled rate equations, dP(N,t)/dt = kNþ1P(N þ 1,t) �
kNP(N,t).

14,27,28,30,31 These equations can be solved to reveal

the multiexciton decay kinetics if the initial exciton distribu-

tion P(N,0) and theAuger decay rate constants kN are known.

The initial exciton distribution can be assumed to obey

the Poisson distribution P(N,0) = wN e�w/N!, where w is the

average number of excitons per NC. This assumption, which

implies that the photon absorption process of a NC is

random and unaffected by its exciton population, is valid

as long as the excitation transition is not saturated.28

Although in principle w can be determined using the rela-

tionship, w = jσ, this method is not reliable because j, the

photon flux in the probe region, and σ, the NC absorption

cross section at the excitation wavelength, are often not

accurately determined. Instead, it can be more reliably

obtained by fitting the excitation power dependence of NC

transient signals.24,26�28

As shown in Figure 2B, statistically, the Auger decay rate

constant kN scales with the number of excitons according to

(i) kN ≈ C3/2N
2(N � 1), in the independent carrier model, or

(ii) kN ≈ C2/2N(N� 1), in the excitonic model.23,30�33 In model

(i), the electrons and holes are independent carriers and Auger

recombination involves three-carrier collisions. C3, the three

particle Auger recombination rate constant, is related to the

biexciton state lifetime (C3 = 1/2τ2). In model (ii), the elec-

trons and holes are bound as excitons and Auger recombi-

nation occurs through exciton�exciton two-particle colli-

sion with an Auger recombination rate constant C2 = 1/τ2.

By fitting the excitation intensity dependent exciton decay

kinetics to these models, one can quantitatively determine

the exciton distribution under any excitation power and

reveal the Auger recombination mechanisms.27,28,30,31,34

FIGURE 1. Schematic depiction of multiexciton generation, annihila-
tion, and conversion to emitted photons or separated charges. The
competition between Auger annihilation and photoemission or charge
separation determines the multiexciton conversion efficiencies.
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Along with the transient signal of reduced molecular adsor-

bate, the number of dissociated excitons can also be quanti-

tatively determined, enabling the study of MED in various

NC�adsorbate complexes.25�28

III. MEA and MED in CdSe QDs
We first examine MED from CdSe QDs (generated by the

absorption of multiple photons) because of previous report

of MEA23,33,34 and ultrafast ET to adsorbed acceptors.35,36

Figure 3A shows the 1S exciton bleach recovery kinetics of

CdSe QDs (first exciton peak at ∼553 nm) under different

excitation intensities. These TA kinetics, which have been

normalized at 1 ns, are independent of the intensities after

∼200 ps, reflecting the completion of MEA and the presence

of only the long-lived single exciton state. Before ∼200 ps,

the kinetics show a fast decay component whose amplitude

increases at higher excitation intensities. The 1S exciton

bleach in CdSe QDs have been shown to result from the

state filling of the 2-fold degenerate 1S electron level,24 and

QDs with two or more excitons contribute to the same 1S

exciton bleach amplitude. Therefore, the fast bleach recov-

ery component (∼50 ps) reflects the decay from biexciton to

FIGURE 2. (A) SequentialmultiexcitonAuger recombination process fromNfN� 1...f 2f 1. kN is the Auger decay rate constant fromanN-exciton
state to N � 1 state and P(N) is the probability of having NCs with N excitons. (B) Schemes showing independent carrier (upper) and excitonic (lower)
Auger recombination models and their rate scaling law. (C) The lifetime of N-exciton states (N = 1�30) of CdSe QDs,25 quasi-type II CdSe/CdS QDs,28

and CdSe QRs.27 Typical ET times from NCs to molecular adsorbates (100 fs to 10 ps) are indicated in the shaded area, suggesting that more efficient
multiple exciton dissociation canbe achieved in CdSeQRs and CdSe/CdS core/shell QDs than in CdSeQDs. Adaptedwith permission from ref 27. Copyright
2012 American Chemical Society.

FIGURE3. Normalized1S (A) and1P (B) bleach recovery kineticsof CdSeQDsunder indicatedexcitation intensities (dashed lines aremultiexponential
fitted curves). (C) Comparisonof 1S excitonbleach recovery kinetics inQDs (blue) and1Sexcitonbleach recovery kinetics (black) andMBþground state
bleach formation kinetics (red) inQD�MBþ complexes. (D) NormalizedQD1S exciton bleach amplitudes at 1 ps (red open circles) and 1 ns (black filled
circles) andpeakMBþground state bleachamplitude (blue triangles) in CdSe�MBþ complexesas a functionof excitation pulse energy. Also shownare
the average number of excitons per QD (brown solid line) and fit of normalized TA signal with different maximum number of dissociated excitons.
Adapted with permission from ref 26. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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single exciton states.26 This biexciton state lifetime is con-

sistent with reported values for CdSe QDs, which has been

shown to be size dependent and increases nearly linearly

with the QD volume.23,33

Although the 2-fold degenerate 1S exciton bleach signal

is not sensitive to the presence of higher (N > 2) exciton

states (as shown in Figure 3A and D), Klimov and co-workers

have reported the multiexciton state (N = 2�4) lifetimes by

successive subtraction of 1S exciton kinetics under different

excitation intensities.22,23,30 In principle, in higher order

exciton states, the 1P electron level should be filled, leading

to the bleach of the 1P exciton transition. Indeed, additional

fast decay components were observed in the 1P bleach

recovery kinetics, as shown in Figure 3B, from which an

averaged lifetime of N (>2) exciton states was estimated to

be 2.6�4.5 ps.26 A more detailed analysis was hindered by

the presence of other TA signals, such as the exciton�
exciton interaction induced peak shift. Kanemitsu and

co-workers reported a photoinduced absorption (PA) signal

in the near IR region that is proportional to excitation

intensity. The analysis of the excitation intensities depen-

dence of the PA kinetics shows that the Auger recombina-

tion process in CdSe QDs can be well described by the

independent carrier model (Figure 2B).34

In CdSe QD�methylene blue (MBþ) complexes, an ultra-

fast ET (with a time constant of ∼2 ps) from singly excited

QDs to adsorbedMBþmoleculeswas observed (Figure 3C).26

This ET rate is much faster than the single (∼15 ns) and

biexciton (∼50 ps) state lifetimes and comparable with the

averaged higher order (N>2) exciton state lifetime (∼3ps) of

the QD, suggesting the possibility of dissociating multiexci-

tons by interfacial ET. To monitor the MED efficiency, the

intensity dependence of the QD 1S exciton bleach signal in

QDs and the MBþ bleach amplitude in QD�MBþ complexes

were compared. The initial exciton distributions are the

same in free QDs and QD�MBþ complexes under the same

excitation intensity and can be determined by analyzing the

1S exciton bleach amplitude in freeQDs (Figure 3D).26 Fitting

of the intensity dependent MBþ ground state bleach ampli-

tudes to a model that assumes a maximum number of dis-

sociated excitons per QD�MBþ complex reveals that up to

three excitons can be dissociated per complex (Figure 3D).26

A similar study of CdSe�methylviologen (MV2þ) com-

plexes reported the dissociation of as many as four

excitons per QD.25

These proof-of-principle studies demonstrate that ultra-

fast ET fromQDs can compete with MEA. However, theMED

efficiency is determined by the competition of ET and Auger

recombination. The ultrafast ET rates to the model electron

acceptors used in these studies may not be generally attain-

able in QD�catalyst complexes. Therefore, it is essential

to explore approaches to optimize the NC structures and

FIGURE 4. MEA in quasi-type II CdSe/CdS core/shell QDs. (A) UV�vis absorption spectrum. Inset: schematic energy level diagram, lowest energy
electron and hole wave functions and T0 and T1 optical transitions. (B) TA spectra at 0.3 ps after 400 nm excitation at different intensities. Inset:
expanded view of the TA spectra between 500 and 840 nm. (C andD) Normalized transient kinetics (symbols) at T0 (C) and PA (D) bands and fits (solid
line) to independent carrier Auger recombination model. Definition of theΔS and description of the fittingmodel can be found be in ref 28. Adapted
with permission from ref 28. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
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compositions to simultaneously slow down Auger recombi-

nation and facilitate charge transfer. Next, we discuss

two ways of optimizing MED efficiency using quasi-type II

CdSe/CdS core/shell QDs and CdSe QRs.

IV. MEA and MED in CdSe/CdS Quasi-Type II
Core/Shell QDs: The Effect of BandAlignment
Auger recombination rate, which depends on electron�hole

overlap, can be reduced in (quasi-) type II core/shell QDs,

such as CdTe/CdSe, CdSe/CdS, due to the spatial separa-

tion of the electron and hole wave functions,37,38 and inter-

facial alloy formation.38,39 The e�h spatial separation also has

important effect on their charge separation properties. Com-

pared to core-onlyQDs, the localization of electrons in the shell

in type II CdTe/CdSe core/shell QDs and the extension

of electron wave function into the shell in quasi-type II

CdSe/CdScore/shellQDs can facilitateultrafast ET toadsorbed

acceptors and slow down the subsequent charge recom-

bination.28,40 The combination of prolonged multiexciton

lifetime and fast ET rate suggests that MED efficiency can be

enhanced in (quasi-) type II NCs.28

As shown in 4A and B, both steady state and transient

absorption spectra of CdSe/CdS quasi-type II QDs (1.2 nm

core radius and 2.2 nm shell thickness) show two distinct

bands, corresponding to CdSe core based lowest energy

transition (T0) and CdS shell based transition (T1), respec-

tively. The TA spectra of CdSe/CdS QDs (Figure 4B) show

three spectral signatures: bleaches at T0 and T1 transitions

and a broad PA signature at >650 nm. With increasing

exciton numbers, the T0 bleach band gradually increases

and saturates at two excitons per QD, which can be attrib-

uted to the state filling of the 2-fold degenerate 1S electron

level, similar to those in CdSeQDs. The T1 bleach shows blue

shifting of peak position to higher energy and broadening of

bandwidth,which canbe qualitatively understood by dynamic

Burstein�Moss shift and suggests a quasi-continuumnature of

the T1 transition.28 The broad PA signal can be assigned to

hole-induced absorption through selective charge removal

experiments.28 The PA signal, whose amplitude is shown to

be proportional to exciton numbers in QDs, provides a

convenient probe to follow the MEA process. By simulta-

neous fitting of T0 and PA kinetics (Figure 4C and D), a

biexciton lifetime of ∼440 ps was obtained, which is much

longer than that of CdSe QDs of similar confinement energy.

This fitting also shows that MEA in CdSe/CdS quasi-type II

core/shell QDs can be well described by an independent

carrier model (Figure 2B upper).28 Comparedwith CdSe QDs,

CdSe/CdS quasi-type II QDs maintain the same Auger rate

scaling law but slow down the MEA rates by reducing the

Auger rate constant C3.

As shown in Figure 5A, the charge separation process in

CdSe/CdS�MV2þ complexes is still as fast (∼180 fs) as that in

CdSe QDs but the charge recombination (back electron

transfer fromMVþ• to hole left in QDs) is more than 3 orders

ofmagnitude slower (∼0.4μs).28 This canbeattributed to the

delocalized electron over the core and shell and core-con-

fined hole in the quasi-type II structure, which maintains

strong electronic coupling for ET to MV2þ and reduces the

coupling for the subsequent charge recombination. With

increasing excitation intensity, the normalized MVþ• radical

signal, which represents the average number of MVþ• radi-

cals per QD, closely follows the initially generated exciton

numbers in QDs, indicating all excitons are dissociated by

ET to MV2þ with unity quantum yield (Figure 5B and C). At

the highest excitation intensity under 400 nm, as many as

19 excitons were generated and dissociated from each

CdSe/CdS quasi-type II core/shell QD to produce 19.1 (
0.5 MVþ• radicals. This MED efficiency greatly exceeds that

FIGURE 5. Single and multiple exciton dissociation in CdSe/CdS-MV2þ

complexes. (A) Comparison of normalized MVþ• radical formation and
decay kinetics in QD�MV2þ complexes of CdSe, CdS, and CdSe/CdS
after 400 nm excitation in single exciton conditions. (B) Kinetics of
normalized MVþ• radical TA signal in QD�MV2þ complexes at different
excitation intensities. (C) Normalized MVþ• radical signals in QD�MV2þ

complexes (green filled circles), normalized initial PA amplitudes (red
open triangles), and fits of average number of excitons (black lines) as a
function of excitation intensities. Adapted with permission from ref 28.
Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
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in CdSe QD and can be attributed to the ultrafast charge

separation and slow Auger recombination in the quasi-type

II nanoheterostructures.28

V. MEA and MED in CdSe QRs: The Effect of
Nanocrystal Shape
As a second approach to enhanceMEDefficiency,we seek to

modify the scaling law for Auger recombination rate. As

shown in Figure 2B, compared to the N3 scaling law of the

independent carrier model, the Auger recombination rate

for exciton�exciton bimolecular collision (thus dependent

on N2) increases much slower with N, prolonging the life-

times of higher exciton states.27 In QRs, in which the carriers

are quantum confined in the radial direction, the electron�
hole Coulomb interaction can be described by an effective

one-dimensional potential that depends on their separation

along the nanorod axis.41�43 Because of the dielectric con-

trast between the rodandsurroundingmedium, theelectron�
hole binding energy is significantly enhanced compared to

spherical QDs.41�43 As a result, the Auger recombination

process in QRs is expected to proceed via exciton�exciton

collision, following the excitonic model.32,44

As amodel for 1D excitonic materials, we examinedMEA

and MED dynamics in CdSe QRs (3.2 nm in diameter and

28.9 nm in length).28 The quantum confinement in the radial

direction gives rise to the 1Σ and 1Π exciton manifolds in their

spectrum (Figure 6A). The TA spectra of CdSe QRs at 1.5 ps

(Figure 6A) show that with increasing excitation intensities, in

addition to increased amplitudes, the 1Σ band bleach shifts

to higher frequencies, broadens in bandwidth, and gradually

approaches the steady state absorption spectrum of the

1Σ band, consistent with the presence of a manifold of 1D

excitonic states in QRs.41,42 Selective charge removal studies

indicate that the 1Σ TA bleach of CdSe QRs can also be

attributed to conductionband (CB) electron state filling, similar

to that in CdSe QDs.

Subtraction of 1Σ0 kinetics at two lowest excitation in-

tensities yields a biexciton lifetime of ∼201 ps. It is about

four times longer than that in CdSeQDs (∼50 ps) with similar

confinement energy, which can be attributed to the much

bigger volume along the axial direction in CdSe QRs.

A similar subtraction procedure was used previously to deter-

mine the lifetimes of bi- and triexciton states in CdSe QRs.32

However, because of the excitation intensity dependent shift-

ing and broadening of 1Σ bleach in QRs, its amplitude does

not scale linearly with the number of excitons. Therefore, a

quantitative analysis of the higher exciton states dynamics

would require a detailed modeling of the structure and transi-

tion strength of the 1D exciton states within the 1Σmanifold.

Instead,wemonitor theMEAdynamics inCdSeQRsbyabroad

PA signal in the near IR region (as shown in Figure 6A inset),

whichhasbeenshown to result fromthepresenceofholesand

to scale linearly with the average exciton numbers.27 These

kinetics can be much better described by the excitonic model

than the independent carrier model (Figure 6B), indicating that

Auger recombination in CdSe QRs occurs mainly through

exciton�exciton bimolecular collision.27 Such excitonic beha-

vior is consistent with the strongly bound 1D excitons formed

in CdSe QRs. Therefore, compared with CdSe QDs, the elonga-

tion along the axial direction of CdSeQR increases the volume,

greatly reducing the Auger rate constant. In addition, the

formation of 1D exciton modifies the Auger rate scaling law,

which further lengthens the N-exciton state lifetime in QRs (as

shown in Figure 2C).

Although the CdSe QR has a much bigger volume than a

typical QD, it is still quantum confined in the radial direction,

maintaining a large amplitude of electron wave function

at the surface to enable ET to acceptors.27 As shown in

Figure 7A, a single exponential fit of MVþ• radical formation

kinetics yields a∼59 fs ET time in CdSeQR-MV2þ complexes,

which is comparable to that in CdSe and CdSe/CdSQD-MV2þ

complexes. At the highest 400 nm excitation intensity, as

FIGURE 6. Excitation intensity dependent TA spectra and kinetics in
CdSe QRs. (A) TA spectra at 1.5 ps after 400 nm excitation of different
intensities and the steady state absorption spectrum of CdSe QRs
(orange circles, inverted). (Inset) Expanded view of the PA feature at
600�770 nm. (B) Normalized PA kinetics (symbols) at different excita-
tion intensities and their fit (solid lines) by the excitonic Auger recom-
bination model. Adapted with permission from ref 27. Copyright 2012
American Chemical Society.
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many as 21 excitons can be dissociated from each CdSe QR

to adsorbed MV2þ, greatly exceeding the MED efficiency of

CdSe QDs (Figure 7B).27 The enhanced MED from CdSe QRs

can be attributed to ultrafast ET rate and reduced rate of

multiexciton Auger annihilation. It should be noted that at

the highest excitation power, not all excitons are dissociated,

which is likely limited by the competition between Auger

annihilation and electron transfer.

It is interesting to note that in CdSe QDs, quasi-type II

CdSe/CdS QDs, and CdSe QRs, the average ET rates shows

negligible decrease with increasing numbers of dissociated

excitons, despite the expected increase of electron�hole

attraction. The origin of this independence is still under

investigation.With increasingnumbersof dissociatedexcitons,

the charge recombination of MB• or MVþ• radicals with the

holes left inNCs becomes faster (Figure 5B), consistentwith the

bimolecular nature of this process.

VI. MEG and MED in PbS QD�Acceptor
Complexes
In previous sections, it is demonstrated that multiexcitons

generated by the absorption of multiple photons can be effi-

ciently dissociated by ET to adsorbed acceptors in competition

with MEA in NCs. In this section, we extend this multiexciton

extractionapproach toPbSQD�MBþ complexesbecauseof the

reports of MEG in lead chalcogenide QDs and NRs,18,20,45 and

ultrafast interfacial ET from PbS QDs to electron acceptors.46,47

The absorption spectrum of PbS�MBþ complexes in

heptane (Figure 8A) shows the 1S exciton band at 1140 nm

(a bandgap, Eg, of 1.08 eV) and broad higher energy absorp-

tion features in the visible region of PbS QDs as well as the

ground state absorption band (centered at 667 nm) of MBþ

molecules. The TA spectrum of free QDs shows the 1S exciton

bleach signal due to the state filling of both the 1S electron and

hole levels and an exciton induced absorption (EIA) feature

in the visible.47 The TA spectrum of the PbS�MBþ complex

shows reduced amplitudes of QD 1S exciton bleach and EIA

signals as well as a MBþ ground state bleach (GSB) at 667

nm, indicating ET from excited QDs to MBþmolecules. From

these overlapping signals, the kinetics of MBþ ground state

formation can be obtained, revealing a∼2.3 ps ET time from

the QD single exciton state to MBþ.47

Excitation intensity andwavelength dependentmeasure-

ments are carried out to quantify MEG andMED efficiency in

the QD�MBþ complex. We compare the kinetics measured

at 800 nm (∼1.45 Eg) and 400 nm (∼2.9 Eg) excitation,

below and above the MEG threshold, respectively. Further-

more, because of the statistical nature of the photon absorp-

tion process, it is difficult to avoid the absorption of multiple

photons under transient absorption conditions. To accu-

rately determine the MEG efficiency, a pump power depen-

dence study is needed to remove the contributions of multi-

ple photon absorptions. The kinetics of 1S exciton bleach in

free PbS QDs excited at 800 nm (Figure 9A) and 400 nm

(Figure 9D) show increasing amplitudes of the fast decay

component at higher excitation powers due to the presence

of multiple excitons and can be well described by the

FIGURE 7. Single andmultiple excitons dissociation in CdSe QR�MV2þ

complexes. (A) Comparison of TA kinetics at 670 nm of CdSe QRs and
CdSe QR�MV2þ complexes after band edge (590 nm) excitation. Best
fit to the kinetics yields a rise time of ∼59 fs. (B) Normalized MVþ• radical
signal at 1 ps in QR�MV2þ complexes (green filled circles), normalized PA
signal of freeQDs (red triangles), and theaverage initial numberof excitons
per QD (black line) at different excitation intensities. Adapted with per-
mission from ref 27. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

FIGURE 8. Vis-NIR steady state (A) and transient (B) absorption spectra
of PbSQDs (black solid lines) and PbS-MBþ complexes (red dashed lines).
Adapted with permission from ref 48. Copyright 2012 American
Chemical Society.
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independent carrier Auger recombinationmodel. We define

normalized amplitudes of the initial (ΔS1S(max)) and long

time (ΔS1S(1 ns)) 1S exciton bleach to reflect the number of

excitons per QD at those delay times. Best fits to these

amplitudes as a function of excitation power according to

a model that accounts for the contributions of both the

MEG and multiphoton absorption yield a MEG efficiency of

112 ( 2% at 400 nm,48 consistent with the latest reported

values for PbS QDs.19 The kinetics of MBþ bleach forma-

tion in PbS�MBþ complexes are also measured under the

same 800 nm (Figure 9B) and 400 nm (Figure. 9E) excitation

conditions. The normalized amplitudes of the maximum

MBþGSB signal,ΔSMB, which represent the average number

of reduced MBþ molecules (or dissociated excitons) per QD,

follows the initial number of excitons in free QDs (Figure 9C

and F). These findings suggest that all excitons are disso-

ciated in PbS-MBþ complexes and the presence of strong

electron acceptors does not influence the MEG efficiency of

PbS QDs. This study demonstrates that ultrafast interfacial

ET can be an efficient way for extracting multiple excitons

generated via the MEG process.

VII. Summary and Outlook
In this Account, we provide an overview of MEA and MED

processes in CdSe QDs, CdSe/CdS quasi-type II core/shell

QDs, CdSe QRs, and PbS QDs. Multiexciton states in these

NCs are generated by both the multiple photons absorption

(for the first three classes of NCs) and MEG (for PbS) pro-

cesses. In CdSe and PbS QDs, the strong quantum confine-

ment inNCs enhances the rates of interfacial ET to acceptors,

enabling efficient dissociation of multiple excitons by ultra-

fast electron transfer in QD�acceptor complexes. In addi-

tion, the electron andhole spatial distributions and energetic

properties in quantum confined NCs can be readily con-

trolled to optimize the MED efficiency by simultaneously

facilitating exciton dissociation and retarding Auger annihi-

lation. This wavefunction engineering approach to MED

optimization was demonstrated in CdSe/CdS quasi-type II

QDs and CdSe QRs through the control of material composi-

tions and dimensions.

The understanding and controlling of multiexciton Auger

recombination and the efficient conversion of multiexcitons

to emitted photons or separated external charges are of

FIGURE 9. MEG andMED in PbS�MBþ complexes. Pump intensity dependent 1S exciton bleach kinetics of PbS QDs (A and D) andMBþ ground state
bleach kinetics of PbS�MBþ complexes (B and E) after 800 nm (A, B) and 400 nm (D, E) excitation. The solid lines are fits according to the independent
carrier Auger recombinationmodel. NormalizedMBþGSB signal (ΔSMB) and 1S exciton bleach signals at early (ΔS1S(max)) and long (ΔS1S(1 ns)) delay
times as a function of excitation fluence after (C) 800 nm and (F) 400 nm excitation. Fits to ΔS1S(max) (η = 1, η = 1.12) and ΔS1S(1 ns) according to a
model described in ref 48 are also shown. Adapted with permission from ref 48. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
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considerable interest for advanced NC based optoelectronic

devices. In addition to interfacial charge transfer, multiexciton

extraction by energy transfer to otherNCs ormolecules should

also be explored. In practical solar energy conversion systems,

efficient multiexciton extraction would need to be coupled

with schemes for efficient multiexciton generation under

the solar flux. Direct MEG by one higher energy photon, as

demonstrated in PbS�MBþ complexes, is a potentially promis-

ing way if nanomaterials with lower MEG energy threshold

and higher MEG efficiency can be developed. MEG processes

with a lower threshold have been reported in type II nano-

heterostructures49 and QRs,45 which coupled with the

expected enhanced MED efficiency suggests a promising

direction for material exploration. Alternatively, methods to

enhance light harvesting rates in advanced nanostructures,

such as plasmonic enhancement or NC�antenna complexes,

should also be investigated.
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